
HOW TO MAKE YOURSELF FOCUS ON WRITING A PAPER

Improve your concentration with habits that help you focus on your writing - and avoid distractions. To counter this
tendency, I keep scrap paper (recycled A4 printer paper cut in (See How I trained myself to get up earlier in the
morning.) .

Sometimes I feel guilty about taking time for myself, while I could be reading another paper, but I've started to
understand that for the quality of the hours I spend in my office, it is important to relax and get the most out of
those hours. Doing this allows me to free-write by hand, or read a journal article, a book or a book chapter,
and highlight and scribble notes on paper be it on the margins of the paper or in my Everything Notebook. But
first, a bit of background. It only made it worse. Once you know what distracts you, you can try to eliminate it.
I set specific deadlines throughout the week by day and throughout the day by the hour , and reward myself
when I comply with them. Just take the decision for yourself to change it. A study from Cornell University
found that workers are most productive and make fewer errors in an environment that is somewhere between
68 and 77 degrees. But the point was he set a realistic, attainable goal. But this discipline is a non-negotiable
for a writer. How do you stay focused writing? Psychologist Alejandro Lleras found that participants who
were given short breaks during a minute task performed better than those who worked straight through.
Getting your work done is essential to making an impact. John Grisham used to get up every morning and
write one page per day. Why did he have to run away so soon? Make sure you make it it as restful an activity
as you can. This is something I learned when I was playing competitive volleyball. When you haven't had
enough sleep? Turn On Some Music Too much background noise can be very distracting, but according to a
study from the Wake Forest School of Medicine and the University of North Carolina published in Scientific
Reports , having music playing helps you focus on your own thoughts. Other days, he just scraped by. Focus
also involves an understanding of what is worthy of your distraction. Just getting to know within which time I
can concentrate already helped me to set that time as a fixed span of time to concentrated. The catch? So get
started now. You might start to see a deeper pattern Do you procrastinate when you're hungry? Schedule
blocks of time to edit at later. Prepare Your Brain Before a task, calm your brain, says Venezky. Step 8: Hey,
squirrel, where are you going? Obsessed with YouTube? You should definitely accept the invitation. For me it
is a wide variety of elements: noise and other sensory impulses, wandering of my thoughts and -when I am
working on my computer- the temptation to go and surf around the internet. As anybody who reads my blog or
follows me on Twitter knows, I wake up every single morning at 4 am to start working usually, writing. Does
it happen after lunch because you are too stuffed? You are at an increased risk of distraction when attempting
to tackle a large task. According to a study from the University of Plymouth in England, doodling aids in
cognitive performance and recollection. Sending emails to set up meetings. Staying focused is how you do it. I
am convinced though that I can train my mind with this, and that it will result in a better focus. Write down
when you went off the path, started procrastination, how you were feeling. Eliminate distractions What breaks
your concentration? So I use a simple trick: I close my laptop and leave my working materials on a clean
working surface every morning. Meditate I'm still fully experimenting with all this, as you can read here ,
here, here; here; here, here , here and here looks like I've been writing quite some lines about my efforts and
good intentions already, more than I realized. Once you drop this mistaken belief, you can take a much more
realistic approach to building focus. My trainer would always start us off with drills that would be enjoyable
for us, and where we would perform well for me, this was hitting from the 4th position, and receiving when
balls were served against me â€” I have always been very competent at both tasks. Clearing my desk and
sorting and filing using the Four Tray Method I wrote about a few weeks back.


